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BACKWASH
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UPHOLSTERY

ID

YAHARI

CHOOSE ON OUR RANGE OF UPHOLSTERY AND GET THE OPTIMAL
DECORATIVE RESULT YOU ARE LOOKING FOR YOUR BUSINESS PHILOSOPHY.

AND MANY OTHERS, IF YOU WANT A COLOR OUTSIDE OF THE COVERING
CHARTER, CONTACT US.
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HAIR SALON

BACKWASH
DESIGNED FOR THE HAIRDRESSER
AND CUSTOMER ERGONOMICS
AND COMFORT

BACKWASH FORM

BACKWASH ACKERMANN

REF: YAHXT-2-1

REF: YAHACKER02

A sofa that could be part of any house. it is combined with a simple but
ergonomic sink.

The Backwash Ackermann is probably one of the most advanced backwashers.
With a wide variety of positions to ensure the maximum customer comfort,
variable with a simple to use control.

The five different types of upholstery offer a wide range of decoration
possibilities.Upholstery

The large armchair will provide unparalleled comfort to other seats.
It is a head wash for those salons where excellence is a priority.
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Watch video
BACKWASH
Ackermann
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Upholstery:
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BACKWASH JEAN CLAUDE OLIVIER

BACKWASH TOUCH

REF: YAHAEA-23066

REF: YAHLAVTO

Simple, functional and classy. Elegant and exclusive square shape design to
offer comfort. A good choice for both classic and modern decoration.

Oblique lines futuristic design of oblique lines with pronounced angles, both
in the armchair as well as in the structure shapes for the backwash support.

Upholstered with faux-leather of pleasant texture that allows an easy cleaning.
Single handle faucets and white porcelain. it has a fantastic electric footrest.

Upholstered with faux-leather of pleasant texture that allows an easy
cleanliness. Single handle faucets and beautiful black porcelain.
The design ensures the perfect customer position.
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BACKWASH DUKE

BACKWASH THEATER

REF: YAHAKDUKE

REF: YAHLAVTEAT

Backwash with a complete separation between base and seat. The rear
part can be anchored to the floor independently of the armchair. It has
ergonomic white ceramic and high quality faucets, single-lever faucet, antidrip shower and flexo. Upholstery with faux-leather of pleasant texture and
easy cleaning.

Black porcelain shapes and polygons interact to integrate a backwash and
a chair with lever footrest.
Its black color combines with any type of decoration in the salon.
The lever for lifting the footrest integrates perfectly with the other components.

The footrest is adjusted with a command.
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Upholstery:
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BACKWASH CRYSTAL

BACKWASH BUDDY

REF: YAHMT-3001

REF: YAHAKLAVBUD

Black porcelain shapes and polygons interact to integrate a backwash and
a chair with lever footrest.

The backwash Buddy is the best example of sobriety, modernity, comfort,
elegance, with a combination of straight lines and a hemisphere transformed
in seat. Easy to clean and comfortable in an armchair with a high quality and
resistant synthetic upholstery.

Its black color combines with any type of decoration in the salon.
The lever for lifting the footrest integrates perfectly with the other components.
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BACKWASH SPRING

BACKWASH FLAMENCO

REF: YAHMT-3006B

REF: YAHMT-3002

Charismatic prints on a fabric upholstery protected for easy cleaning and
handling, combined with the purity of white ceramics modeled with organic
shapes, which will give your salon an original and casual decoration.
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54

CONTENT

53,

A beautiful flower print is the hallmark of the backwash FLAMENCO. An
ergonomic backrest and easy-to-clean plastic armrests will make your client
feel comfortable while receiving a hair shampoo massage. Do not hesitate to
add the footrest to your buying list for greater customer relax.
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BACKWASH DADÁ

BACKWASH ROMANTIC

REF: IDBASIC3029BL

REF: IDBASIC2959BL
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110
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NEW PRODUCTS

120

Upholstery:
22

This upholstery will be a reclamation for our business. The backwashRomantic
combines the elegance of English armchairs with white lines that renew and
bring freshness. Upholstered in easy to clean similpiel is a great option to fill
your living room with style. And let’s not forget its tilting head that allows a
greater comfort to the client.

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

The backwash Dada has subtlety, elegance has sophistication. It has a
straight and functional cut line and a white stitching decoration of exquisite
brilliance. The black upholstery, furrowed by the patterns provided by the
thread, is a delight to the eye. Without forgetting that it is easy to clean and
with a tilting head.

Upholstery:
23

BACKWASH VELVET

BACKWASH AIR LINE

REF: IDBASIC2958BL

REF: IDBASICB6067

The Velvet backwash unit is one of our 2019 novelties. And as a novelty,
we see a modern design lines with a casual touch that will give our business
a different style to the rest of the stores. The Velvet’s decorative strap is
a wake-up call in a high quality, resistant and easy to clean leatherette
upholstery. And of course with tilting head.

The backwash Air Line combines black and white on a comfortable seat.
The porcelain structure is as easy to clean as the armchair. the backwash
is adjustable for the customers to guarantee the best possible experience.
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Upholstery:
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BACKWASH GOLDEN LUXE

BACKWASH CURVE LINE BLACK

REF: IDBASICB6031

REF: IDBASICB0004

The Curve line as well as the Straight Line are maximum comfort lines for the
customer. A folding footrest will satisfy the needs of your customer for a wash
resting their legs with maximum comfort. Its black color will adapt to any kind
of decoration.
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83
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CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

The Golden Luxe line as well as the Straight Line are maximum comfort lines
for the customer. Focusing on the comfort, the Golden Luxe line offers a
conjunction of straight lines and rounded angles. The easy-clean materials
cannot go unnoticed, since it is one of its attractions. The lever to lift the
footrest is on hand for the customer, so he or she can decide him/herself
whether to stretch his legs or not.

Upholstery:
27

BACKWASH STRAIGHT LINE

BACKWASH CUBE

REF: IDBASICB6052

REF: IDBASICB0001

The Straigt line as well as the Golden Luxe Line are maximum comfort lines for
the customer. A folding footrest will satisfy the needs of your customer for a
wash resting their legs with maximum comfort.

A sofa that could be part of any house. it is combined with a simple but
ergonomic sink.
The faux-leather upholstery is not only easy to clean, but also provides
comfort and a soft delicate touch. It is a backwash that exudes lustre and
character.

Three different upholstery colors ensure a perfect combination for our
beauty salon.
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43

Color:
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BACKWASH MICHELANGELO WITH MASSAGE

BACKWASH PORTATIL

REF: IDMLMMIC

REF: IDMLAVPORT

Clean lines, simplicity and elegance come together to achieve an attractive
and modern backwash. Its black seat combines with any type of decoration
in our living room. It has a control that allows us to access its Shiatsu massage
center with 29 functions, so that our client finds all the comforts.

A portable backwash brings functionality and speed to you beauty salon.
We will prevent customers from moving from the washing area to the cutting
and styling armchair, as thid backwash is totally portable.
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Upholstery:

With Shiatsu massage:
29 functions
available
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CONTENT

54

Color:
31

BACKWASH TOWER WHITE
REF: IDBASICD061
A head wash that brings functionality and simplicity to the beauty salon.
The ease of cleaning materials can not go unnoticed, since it is one
of its attractions.
As in other models, we will be able to regulate the head wash and adapt it
to our customers to ensure the best possible user experience.
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CONTENT

Color:
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BARBER SHOP
FURNITURE
DESIGNED FOR THE HAIRDRESSER
AND CUSTOMER ERGONOMICS
AND COMFORT

ARMCHAIR ACKERMANN

ARMCHAIR ACKERMANN LUXE

REF: YAHACKER01

REF: YAHACKERLX
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CONTENT
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NEW PRODUCTS

90

Upholstery:
36

Practical and economical hairdressing armchair. Simple design and futuristic
lines, with strong white seams that stand out in its design. It is adjustable in
height with hydraulic pedal. Quality finishes and outstanding presence that
incorporates in its lower part a bar as a footrest.

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

This armchair not only has many innovative accessories, but is also an
elegant design. It is ideal for beauty salons, spas, barber shops, etc. It has a
comfortable reclining backrest, is padded and upholstered with faux-leather.
Its iron frame makes it strong and long-lasting. It can be raised or lowered to
the desired height by means of the integrated pedal. It is also equipped with
headrests and footrests.

Upholstery:
37

BARBER ARMCHAIR LUXE

BASIC BARBER ARMCHAIR

REF: IDBASICA0002

REF: IDBASICA8079

Chromed steel base barber armchair for the barbers and hairdressers.
Hydraulic system to regulate the height of the seat. Removable and heightadjustable headrest. Folding backrest and footrest.

Chromed steel base barber armchair for the barbers and hairdressers.
Hydraulic system to regulate the height of the seat. Removable and heightadjustable headrest. Folding backrest and footrest.
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BARBER ARMCHAIR DELTA

BARBER ARMCHAIR SIGMA

REF: IDMCABDEL

REF: IDMCABSIG

It is an elegant armchair, high quality and easy to use. Ideal for barbers
and hairdressers looking for sophistication. high quality Finish and durable
material, it offers comfort to any customer. Reclining, adjustable in height
thanks to its hydraulic pump, footrest, adjustable headrest and 360º rotation.

This armchair not only has many innovative accessories, but is also an elegant
design. It is ideal for beauty salons, spas, barber shops, etc. It is padded for
comfort and upholstered with faux-leather. Its iron frame makes it strong and
long-lasting. It can be raised or lowered to the desired height by means of
the integrated pedal. It is also equipped with a footrest. It is suitable for any
type of decoration thanks to its modern and elegant design.
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BARBER ARMCHAIR DE BARBERO OMEGA

BARBER ARMCHAIR SIENA SUPER LUXE

REF: IDMCABOME

REF: IDMCABSI
Hgh quality durable materials. Its ergonomic design offers comfort for the
customer and the professional. The armchair Omega is reclining, adjustable
in height and rotation of 360º. With mobile footrest and headrest.

The Siena Super Luxe hairdressing chair is specially designed for men. It
allows different reclining configurations for perfect barbering. It includes a
footrest and its upholstery is made of special faux-leather for hairdressing,
very easy to wash, with an expanded polyurethane core. All this on a high
quality hydraulic pump with 360º rotation brake. Without forgetting its
adjustable headrest.
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Upholstery:
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ARMCHAIR DE BARBERO NEGRO

BARBER POLE

REF: IDMS3203NG

REF: IDACCBARB01 ---- REF: IDACCBARB02
This barber pole highlights your workplace in a traditional and retro way.
It includes bracket to fix to the wall, light and inner shaft, which rotates the
combination of red, blue and white stripes. We have two different models,
with or without upper sphere.

Designed for gentlemen. Allows different.
Reclining configurations for perfect barbering. special faux-leather for
hairdressing of very easy wash, is the upholstery that presents this armchair
of barbershop. Its hydraulic pump elevation, its footrest and its adjustable
headrest, allow a great adjustment both for the client and for the professional.

REF: IDACCBARB01

REF: IDACCBARB02
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ARMCHAIRS AND
STOOLS
DESIGNED FOR THE HAIRDRESSER
AND CUSTOMER ERGONOMICS
AND COMFORT

ARMCHAIR TWING

ARMCHAIR ARCO

REF: YAHAEA-12148

REF: YAHAKARCO
Less is more, two pieces to form a whole. Comfortable structure with curved
lines to fit to the customer. Maximum quality faux-leather upholstered, highly
resistant to wear, with a perfect fit of all its seams. It is hydraulic, rotary with
brake. Reinforced internal structure.

Useful and economical hairdressing armchair, simple design and some retro
reminiscences, available in a wide range of colors, from the most classic
to the most striking, so you can find the one that best suits your needs. It is
height-adjustable with a hydraulic pedal.
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ARMCHAIR RIALTO

ARMCHAIR OPTIMA

REF: YAHAKRIALTO

REF: YAHAEA-12124
Inspired by Italian design, the armchair Rialto offers us sobriety and simplicity
as well as comfort and elegance. Maximum quality faux-leather upholstered,
highly resistant to wear, with a perfect fit of all its seams. It is hydraulic, rotary
with brake. Reinforced internal structure. Available in several colors to meet
the needs of the most demanding.

Maximum quality faux-leather upholstered, highly resistant to wear, with a
perfect fit of all its seams. Chromed armrests of fine manufacture. It is hydraulic,
rotary with brake. Reinforced internal structure.
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ARMCHAIR DODA

ARMCHAIR KUBIC

REF: YAHAKDODA

REF: YAHAKKUBIC
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The straight line in its maximum expression, simplicity and beauty hold hands
to present the Kubic armchair. A robust armchair with its own personality.
Very comfortable thanks to its high-density foam with lumbar reinforcement,
pleasant to the touch. Upholstered in top quality, highly resistant to wear,
with a variety of colors to choose. It is hydraulic, rotary with brake. Reinforced
internal structure.

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

Strong design lines, two-piece composition in which the characteristic
assembly trims. Upholstered in top quality faux-leather, highly resistant to wear,
with a perfect fit of all its seams. It is hydraulic, rotary with brake. Reinforced
internal structure. Available in black, with the possibility of reupholstering in
four other colors.

Upholstery:
53

ARMCHAIR GLISS

ARMCHAIR THEATER

REF: YAHAEA12131

REF: YAHAKTHEATHER.
Maximum quality faux-leather upholstered, highly resistant to wear, with a
perfect fit of all seams. It is hydraulic, rotary with brake, reinforced internal
structure. Available in multiple colors.
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Upholstery:
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NEW PRODUCTS

Light and minimal brings modernity and visual cleanliness to the working
space. Upholstered in maximum quality faux-leather, resistant to wear, with a
perfect fit of all its seams. It is hydraulic, rotary with brake. Reinforced internal
structure. Available in several colours, from classic black to seductive red.

Upholstery:
55

ARMCHAIR JEAN CLAUDE OLIVIER

ARMCHAIR BUDDY

REF: YAHAEA-12098

REF: YAHAKBUDDY.

máx 96 min:82
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Upholstery:
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Less is more, the BUDDY armchair is the best example of sobriety, modernity,
comfort, elegance, with a combination of straight lines and a hemisphere
transformed into a seat. Easy to clean and comfortable in an armchair with
synthetic upholstery of high quality and resistance. It is adjustable in height
with hydraulic pedal.

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

Simple, functional and classy. Square shape design, elegant and exclusive,
designed to offer great comfort and convenience. A good choice in any
interior both classic and modern. Upholstered with similar skin of pleasant
texture that allows an easy cleaning. It has a square base that provides
great stability.

Upholstery:
57

ARMCHAIR BUDDY 2

ARMCHAIR REVER

REF: YAHAKBUDDY2.

REF: YAHAEA-12040
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Upholstery:
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max 100 ·min:83
min 83
max:100
max 70 · min
54
max:70
min:54

30
30

Practical and economical hairdressing chair, simple design and some retro
reminiscences, available in a wide range of colors, from the most classic to
the most striking, so you can find the one that best suits your needs. Strong
design lines, two-piece composition and cushion in which the characteristic
assembly trims. It is height-adjustable with a hydraulic pedal.

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

The archair Buddy 2, like its sibling model, is an example of sobriety,
modernity, comfort, elegance, with a combination of straight lines and a
hemisphere transformed into a seat. Easy to clean and comfortable in an
armchair with synthetic upholstery of high quality and resistance. Four legs
perfectly stabilize this armchair.

Upholstery:
59

ARMCHAIR ELA

ARMCHAIR TOUCH

REF: YAHL-7

REF: YAHAKTOUCH
Basic, comfortable and functional armchair , adaptable to all types
of rooms. The wide base has great stability thanks to its square
structure. It has an elevator in height, hydraulic with brake; it rests
ergonomic arms independent of the height of the person.

The presence of the armchair Ela gives an air of distinction and elegance
to any beauty salon. Upholstered in maximum quality faux-leather, highly
resistant to wear, with a perfect fit of all its seams. It is hydraulic, rotary with
brake. Reinforced internal structure.
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ARMCHAIR DADÁ

ARMCHAIR ROMANTIC

REF: IDBASIC647WH

REF: IDBASIC617BL

85

84

The armchair Romantic combines the elegance of English armchairs with
white lines that renew and bring freshness to the place. Upholstered in easy
to clean faux-leaher is a great option to fill perfectly in your salon.
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NEW PRODUCTS

54

Upholstery:

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

The armchair Dada is subtle, elegant and sophisticated. It has a straight and
functional cut and a white stitching decoration. The upholstery, furrowed by
the drawings provided by the thread, is a fabulous.

Upholstery:
63

ARMCHAIR VELVET

ARMCHAIR RIVER

REF: IDBASIC626BL

REF: IDBASIC9225BL
Simplicity in two modules. The structure of the armchair River is upholstered in
synthetic fiber for easy cleaning and maintenance. Its hydraulic pump lift, its
footrest and its adjustable headrest, allow a great adjustment both for the
client and the professional.
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CONTENT
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Upholstery:

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

The armchair Velvet is one of our new products. And as a newness, we see
a modern and casual design, what will give our business a different style to
the rest of the places. This elegand armchair has a high quality and resistant
faux-leather upholstery, and it is very easy to clean.

Upholstery:
65

ARMCHAIR BASIC LINE

ARMCHAIR STRAIGHT LINE

REF: IDBASICA8086

REF: IDBASICA8085
Retro design with metallic trims that differentiate it from the rest of the
armchairs. Maximum quality faux-leather upholstered, highly resistant to wear,
with a perfect fit of all its seams. It is hydraulic, rotary with brake. Reinforced
internal structure.

Maximum quality faux-leather upholstered, highly resistant to wear, with a
perfect fit of all its seams. It is hydraulic, rotary with brake. Reinforced internal
structure. Available in four colours for different combinations.

65,55
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ARMCHAIR PADDED BASIC

ARMCHAIR ROUND DOT WHITE

REF: IDBASICA8147

REF: IDBASICA8146
Faux-leather upholstery, rounded armrests and soft seat for maximum comfort.
What characterizes this model is its padded backrest, decorated with
crystals. An armchair with a hydraulic mechanism that wastes luxury.

The armchair Padded Basic has been created for exclusive hairdressers.
Upholstered in faux-leather, it has strong armrests and soft seat for maximum comfort.
What characterizes this model is its upholstery, decorated with a checkered mosaic.
This armchair is a perfect option for the most demanding clients.
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ARMCHAIR CRYSTAL

ARMCHAIR FLAMENCO

REF: YAHMT-609A

REF: YAHMT-611C
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Upholstery:
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As the armchair Crystal, the armchair Flamenco has a particular and
characteristic design. Its multicoloured floral print makes this furniture a
distinctive element for any beauty salon. It is adjustable in height with
hydraulic pedal. And it can be perfectly combined with the Flamenco head
wash to have a matching salon. More sober and clearer lines than the
Crystal, an armchair that will make your salon stand out.

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

The Crystal armchair is certainly special, its multicolored floral print makes this
piece of furniture a distinctive element for any beauty salon. It is adjustable
in height with hydraulic pedal. And it can be perfectly combined with the
backwash Flamenco in order to have a matching salon. Its white structure with
decorative crystals contribute a lot of elegance to a dynamic set.

Upholstery:
71

ARMCHAIR SPRING

ARMCHAIR ROYAL LUXE

REF: YAHMT-618B

REF: IDBASICA0001

min 80 · max
90
max:90
min:80

67

85
85

59

CONTENT

60

60

NEW PRODUCTS

6262
50
50

Upholstery:
72

The padded foam seat provides firm support for comfort, while the seat
offers a wide surface. Hydraulic lift height adjustment with lever. The 5-piece
chrome-plated metal base chair is well constructed and long lasting.

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

Sring, Crystal and Flamenco are armchairs with character. Unique upholstered
armchairs for a unique beauty salon. The Spring line is softer than its sisters,
especially designed for those seeking subtlety and more organic forms. Like
the previous ones, it is height-adjustable with a hydraulic pedal, and can be
perfectly combined with the Flamenco head wash to have a matching salon.

Upholstery:
73

ARMCHAIR ROUND ELIT

ARMCHAIR PARMA

REF: IDMMT-581

REF: IDMPARMA

max 93 · min:82
min 82
max:93
max:58 min:46

max:103
máx 103 ·min:91
min 91
máx 64 ·min:52
min 52
max:64

CONTENT

ASIENTO 47x40
RESPALDO
47x40
58
Ø58
Ø:
56
56

NEW PRODUCTS

Ø 52
73

Upholstery:
74

Simplicity, robustness and elegance are the basis of the armchair Parma. Fine
lines of design both in its armrests and in its base. It is adjustable in height with
hydraulic pedal. And its upholstery in faux-leather of high quality allows us an
easy and comfortable cleaning.

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

The armchair Round Elit structure is made of a lightweight material that helps it to
be easily moved in case of need. In addition to being its hallmark, this white base
has a modernist design and clear lines. It is height-adjustable with a hydraulic
pedal. And its combination of black and white combines with any type of salon.

Upholstery:
75

CHAIR SPRING

STOOL BUDDY

REF: YAHMT- 1701A

REF: IDBASIC3025
The padded foam stool provides support without compromising the comfort,
while the seat offers a large seating surface. With gas height adjustment for
a suitable position. The mobile 5-point star base stool is well constructed
and durable.

Polyethylene stool, for indoor and outdoor use. 100% recyclable product.
Its elaborate shape gives it values associated with modernity and makes it
especially suitable for equipping hairdressing salons and other unique spaces.

máx 70 ·min:59,5
min 59,5
max:70

81
74,5

CONTENT
76

NEW PRODUCTS

Color:

33,5

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

44
44,5
,5

Upholstery:
77

STOOL DOT BLACK

STOOL ROUND BLACK

REF: IDBASIC3023

REF: IDBASIC3059
It is made of high quality faux-leather and cushioning foam seat for maximum
comfort, 5 star foot wheels. It is perfect for use in hairdressers, beauticians,
dentists.With gas height adjustment for a suitable position.

The padded foam stool provides firm support without compromising the
comfort, while the stool offers a large support surface. With a lever gas height
adjustment for a suitable position. The mobile 5-point star base stool is well
constructed and durable.

máx 64 ·min:49
min 49
max:64

CONTENT

Upholstery:
78

NEW PRODUCTS

máx 58,5 · min
47,5
max:58,5
min:47,5

Ø
31,5
Ø31,5

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

ØØ32
32

Upholstery:
79

STOOL FERRARA

STOOL CON RESPALDO FERRARA

REF: IDMTAGAS

REF: IDMS9283
Special stool for cutting, functional, revolving and of great versatility allows
the foot coupling of star of five points with revolving wheels. Its construction
is with veneered wood and upholstered in first quality in different colors. With
a lever gas height adjustment for a suitable position.

Functional revolving versatil special stool for cutting in modern line. it
allows five-point star foot coupling with swivel castors and footrest ring. Its
construction is upholstered in first quality in different colors. With gas height
adjustment and a comfortable backrest.

32
32
28
máx 99 ·min:82
min 82
max:99
máx 70 · min
53
max:70
min:53

20

12

Ø
Ø: 52
52

CONTENT

Upholstery:
80

28

ØØ:38
38

NEW PRODUCTS

max:69
min:50
máx
69 · min
50

12

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

32

Upholstery:
81

STOOL RODEO

CHILD SEATS

REF: IDMCARRO
Versatile and light, it allows a perfect execution of movements at the time
of carrying out the work. Its ergonomic design is designed to offer great
comfort and convenience. It takes up little space so as not to hinder or
hinder customers and workers. Upholstery with pleasant texture faux-leather
that allows an easy cleaning. Without forgetting its five-point star foot with
rotating wheels and its gas lift.

máx 59 ·min:50
min 50
max:59

NEW PRODUCTS

34
34

C O N T EN T

4411

Special chairs for children, high quality and modern vehicle
design. This is a new and revolutionary concept designed to
make the experience of going to the hairdresser’s is pleasant
and free of drama.

Ø 50

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

CHILD SEAT INFANT
REF: IDBASIC013

CHILD SEAT MINI
REF: IDMMT-05

CHILD SPORT CHAIR
REF: IDBASIC002

88

41

37

56

110

84

84

Upholstery:

71

63

63

93

Ø
Ø6060

Ø 55
100

82

83

CHILD BOOSTER

CHILD BOOSTER BAMBINO

REF: IDBASIC003

REF: IDMS0361NG
The padded foam seat provides firm support with comfort, while the thickness
allows for greater height for the child’s comfort.

The padded foam seat provides firm support without sacrificing comfort, while
the thickness allows for greater height for the child’s comfort.

C O N T EN T

17
16
28
43
22

CONTENT

46

Upholstery:
84

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

Its design allows the child to fit so that it does not slip to the sides, while its
leg protector prevents the child from staining our beauty chair with their legs.

Upholstery:
85

RECEPTION DESKS
RECEPTION DESKS AND WAITING SOFAS

RECEPTION DESK CRYSTAL

RECEPTION DESK BUDDY

REF: YAHMT-S01

REF: YAHEA-78086BL
Thanks to its curved design and its white finish with quilted glass, you’ll have a
design element at the entrance to your establishment. It has two large glass
shelves that add clarity to the whole.Designed to attract the attention of
customers and provide comfort to the worker.

Thanks to its curved design and black and white finishes, it allows easy cleaning
and lighting. It has a camouflaged opening for the passage of cables from
sales terminals and computers, as well as a tray removable by means of rails
for keyboards and mice. It has ample storage space: two drawers under the
removable tray, free shelves and two side cabinets. Designed to attract the
attention of customers and provide comfort to the worker.

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

C O N T EN T

126
126

17,5

3366

63,5

100

ESPECIFICACIONES TÉCNICAS
Alto: 90 cm
Ancho: 36 cm

909

Largo: 123 cm
Espacio de almacenaje: 2
cajones + baldas + 2 armarios
60

88

Color: Blanco y Negro
23
1 3
12

89

RECEPTION DESK MICHELANGELO

RECEPTION DESK BASIC DECO

REF: IDMS0813MA

REF: IDMMT-38
This is a desk with straight lines and simple finishes that adapts to the
decoration of any reception. It has a work table that allows you to set up
computers and still have space for the paperwork. It has two drawers and
a wardrobe, as well as space for a desktop computer, as well as a tray
removable by means of rails for keyboards and mice. It’s a perfect simple
option for a reception.

This is a desk with straight lines and simple finishes that adapts to the
decoration of any reception. It has a work table that allows you to set up
computers and still have space for the paperwork. It has tree drawers and
a wardrobe, as well as space for a desktop computer, It has a opening
covered up for cables, as well as a removable tray for the keyboard and the
mouse It’s a perfect simple option for a reception.

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

C O N T EN T

126
126

86

29
29

40
40

90

54,5
54,5

118
118

46
46
14
14

52

29
29
88

88

32
32

42,5

91

SOFA JEAN CLAUDE OLIVIER

SOFA POLAR

REF: YAHAKCOSMO

REF: YAHEB-6502
This 3 seats sofa, made of high quality faux-leather, offers optimal seating
comfort. It is a great option to give a touch of elegance to your salon.

The sofa is upholstered with high quality durable faux-leather, it is very easy
to clean. Its simple design stands out for the excellent seams. The sofa is well
constructed with sturdy legs.

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

C O N T EN T

157,5
157,5

55

52
52

73
73

14

14

1111

Upholstery:
92

20
20

Upholstery:

60

128

93

SOFA BOLONIA

SOFA DA VINCI

REF: IDMRSILLB

REF: IDMS0332
This 2 seats sofa does not take up much space and offers simple lines to
decorate both a modern and classic style rooms. It has a large seating area
and a thickly padded cushion for a comfortable seating feeling.

Sofa for beauty salons and aesthetics with simple and elegant style.
Totally upholstered in high quality polyurethane that provides comfort to the
client and allows an easy cleaning. It has a padded back and seat, as well
as chromed legs.

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

C O N T EN T

107
107

20

20

75

75

111
111

50

6622

107
107

Upholstery:
94

5757

115
115

80

27
4343

Upholstery:

160

95

SOFA CHESTER 3 SEATS

SOFA CHESTER 2 SEATS

REF: IDMSILCHEST3

REF: IDMSILCHEST2
A classic English design, words are almost superfluous. An icon of decoration.
The CHESTER sofa ensures distinction and elegance in your beauty salon
because it is inevitably the spotlight. Its capitoné design, powerful arms and
sturdy legs give it an iconic look. The 3 seater sofa Chester offers you a style
that has lasted in time.

With the sofa Chester you choose: the classicism and sobriety of the earthy
range (chocolate brown, burgundy or grey), or a shattering note with the
striking pale pink color. You could also customize your own print.
In any case, you will feel the comfort and softness of its upholstery in fauxleather, because comfort is not at odds with aesthetics.

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

C O N T EN T
71
71
7777

7777

Upholstery:
96

183

Upholstery:

132
132

97

CUSTOMIZABLE ARMCHAIR CHESTER

SOFA CHESTER JEAN CLAUDE OLIVER 2 AND 3 SEATS

REF: IDMSILCHEST3

REF: JCOSILCHEST2 / JCOSILCHEST3

Do you want a unique and exclusive sofa?

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

98

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

Send us your design and we will personalize it for you!

99

AUXILIARY
TOILETS, TROLLEYS, DRYER
HOLDERS, FOOTRESTS.
EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO
COMPLETE YOUR BUSINESS.

HAIRDRESSING TABLE FLAMENCO

HAIRDRESSING TABLE WHITE

REF: YAHMT-1076A

REF: YAHMT-1081

HAIRDRESSING TABLE
BASIC DECÓ ONE

HAIRDRESSING
TABLE SRPING

REF: IDMMT-1073A

REF: YAHMT-1084

DOUBLE HAIRDRESSING
TABLE ROYAL ECLYPSE
REF: YAHMT-1084

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Overall high: 170cm

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Total width: 79cm

Overall high: 155cm

Mirror height: 133cm

Mirror height: 93cm

Mirror width: 70cm

Mirror width: 59cm

Shelf width: 38cm

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

Total width: 80cm

Color: White

Frame width: 19cm
Approx. structure thickness: 20 cm
Weight: 22kg

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

Color: White

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Overall high: 190cm
Total width: 90cm
Mirror height: 151cm
Mirror width: 54,5cm
Approx. frame width: 18 cm
Approx. shelf height: 66 cm
Color: Black

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Overall high: 168cm
Total width: 74cm
Alto del Espejo: 151cm
Mirror width: 57cm
Frame width: 8,5cm
Color: Gold

102

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Overall high: 192cm
Total width: 85cm
Alto del Espejo: 136cm
Mirror width: 60cm
Color: black

103

HAIRDRESSING TABLE JEAN CLAUDE OLIVIER

HAIRDRESSING TABLE TWO

REF: IDMJCOTOC

REF: IDMT-1074A

DOUBLE BLACK HAIRDRESSING TABLE
ROUND ELIT

HAIRDRESSING TABLE
BASIC LINE
REF: IDBASICG038

REF: IDMMT-1069A

DOUBLE
TECHNICAL FEATURES
Frame height: 180cm

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Frame width: 70,5cm

overall high: 178cm

Shelf: 50x21cm

NEW PRODUCTS

Approx. shelf width: 74,5 cm

mirror height: 150cm

Color: White

mirror width: 50cm
frame width: 14cm
approx. shelf width: 60cm

NEW PRODUCTS

color: black

CONTENT

silver corners

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Overall high: 168cm
Total width: 74cm
Mirror height: 151cm
Mirror width: 57cm
Frame width: 8,5cm
Color: Black

C O N T EN T

total width: 77,5cm

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Overall high: 226cm
Total width: 155cm
Mirror height: 100cm
Mirror width: 68cm
Shelf: 86x86cm
Weight: 90kg
Color: Black

104

105

TROLLEY FLAMENCO

TROLLEY CRYSTAL
REF: YAHMT-77

REF: YAHT-100A-GR

REF: IDMFERKIN

TECHNICAL FEATURES

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Height: 96cm

Height: 86cm

Width: 34cm

Width: 39cm

Depth: 38cm

Depth: 43cm

Drawers: 4

Drawers: 4

Drawer: 39,5x26,5x7,5cm

Drawer: 35x25x7cm

Drawers: 48x32cm

Color: Gris

C O N T EN T

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

REF: YAHMT-57A

TROLLEY YAHARI DELUXE

TROLLEY FERRARA

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Height: 82,5cm
TECHNICAL FEATURES

Width: 37,5cm

Height: 87cm

Depth: 32cm

Width: 31cm

Drawers: 5

Depth: 39cm

Drawer: 38x26,5x7cm

Drawers: 5

106

107

TROLLEY 5 DRAWERS

TROLLEY 5 DRAWERS PARMA

REF: IDMBD53831

REF: IDMBD46848

TROLLEY BASIC LINE

TROLLEY AIR LINE

REF: IDBASICE2033

REF: IDBASICE2029

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Height: 87cm
Height: 80,5cm

Drawers: 5

Width: 36,5cm

Drawer: 39,5x23x9cm

Depth: 30cm

Tray width: 36x54cm

Drawers: 4
Drawer: 33,5x24cm

CONTENT

Tray widht: 31x44cm

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Depth: 38cm

C O N T EN T

Width: 29cm

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Height: 83,5cm
Width: 30cm
Depth: 37cm
Drawers: 5
Drawer: 38x23x9cm
Tray width: 41x33cm

108

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Height: 76,5cm
Width: 40cm
Depth: 30cm
Trays: 4

109

TROLLEY EXCELLENS (3 DRAWERS)

TROLLEY 3 DRAWERS

REF: IDMRCAEE

REF: IDMCAEST

TROLLEY MADRID

TROLLEY PARÍS

REF: IDMBD39862

REF: IDMBD40855

TROLLEY AUXILIARY
REF: IDAUXBD-52A

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Height: 84cm

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

Width: 48cm
Depth: 30cm
Drawer: 36x23x6cm
Drawers: 1 unid.

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Max. height: 99cm

NEW PRODUCTS

Min. height: 85cm
Table: 46cm

CONTENT

Wheels: 53cm
TECHNICAL FEATURES
Max. height: 78cm
Min. height: 45cm
Table: 45cm
Wheels: 55cm

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Max. height: 108cm
Min. height: 73cm

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Height: 94cm
Width: 50cm
Depth: 40cm

110

111

FOOTREST OBELISCO
REF: IDMMT-Y

FOOTREST JEAN CLAUDE OLIVIER
REF: IDMMMT-Q13

BRACKET HAIRDRYER WITH FOOT

BRACKET TAU

REF: IDAUXCE032A

REF: YAHAKTAU

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

C O N T EN T

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Height: 87cm
Ø: 21,5cm

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Height: 82cm
Ø: 22cm

Ø Tray: 24cm

112

TECHNICAL FEATURES

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Overall high: 25,5cm

Height: 19cm

Height floor to bar: 20cm

Width: 30cm

Width: 39cm

Depth: 19cm

Ø: 13cm

Bar: 30,5cm
113

VERÓNICA RICO

PELUQUEROS

HAIRDRESSING TABLE VR DESIGN

WALL SHELF
REF: IDMVRD05

SHORT SHELVES

REF: IDMVRD04

REF: IDMVRD03

TALL SHELVES
REF: IDMVRD02

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

REF: IDMVRD01

CIRCULAR WALL SHELF

TECHNICAL FEATURES
total height: 106.50cm
total width: 63cm

NEW PRODUCTS

shelf width: 57cm

CONTENT

shelf depth: 28cm

TECHNICAL FEATURES
overall high: 203cm
total width: 71cm
mirror height: 91cm
mirror width: 61cm
drawer height: 29cm

TECHNICAL FEATURES
overall high: 25cm
total width: 71cm
depth: 20cm

TECHNICAL FEATURES
Ø: 21,5cm

depth:19cm
TECHNICAL FEATURES
total height: 185,30cm
total width: 54cm
total depth: 35cm
shelf width: 57cm
shelf depth: 28cm

116

117

HAIRDRESSING
EQUIPMENT
THE BEST EQUIPMENT FOR YOUR
BEAUTY SALON

FUTURAMIC ACCELERATOR AND TREATMENT

MULTI-TREATMENT CAPILLARY STEAM SFH

REF: YAHTB-6082E-L

REF: YAHTB-007R2
The hair dryer Futuramic does not only dry the air, it takes care of if.
With its modern technology, leaves a shiny and soft hair.
Thanks to its digital display, you may choose between different treatments
such as humidifying with steam drying or dyeing.

This is a professional digital sprayer. The main function is to open the pores,
promote blood circulation and maintain your beauty. The spray steam helps
to moisturize the skin, and at the same time it can soften the hair and restore
its elasticity.

The heat produced is sent to the scalp in order to improve blood circulation.

CONTENT

max:168 min:128
máx 130 · min 90
max:130
min:90
67
67
56

62

150

30

56

56

NEW PRODUCTS

120

46
46

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

80
80

121

CLIMAZON DRYING ACCELERATOR

HAIR DRYER HOOD 2 SPEEDS

REF: YAHKT-2000-L

REF: IDMHD609
Climate and drying accelerator. Compact design for comfortable drying.
Intelligent digital control which enables different drying models. Constant
temperature with its quartz tubes that give a non-radioactive and nonpolluting drying and perfect hair care. The dryer maintains a 17% of humidity,
which maintains a healthy, moisturized and shiny hair.

Attractive line dryer, made of ABS with double internal Nylon insulation. The
hood, made of smoked plastic, protects the customer and prevents the heat
out. It has two speeds, direct ventilation, with thermal energy regulator to
adapt the temperature as needed in each case.

61

61

max:122
máx 122 · min 86 min:86

max:144 min:100

NEW PRODUCTS
CONTENT

68

Ø 30

69
69

NEW PRODUCTS

122

38
38

C O N T EN T

51

51

123

HAIR DRYER LCD

HAIR DRYER HOOD VENICE EXCELLENS 3200 A

REF: IDMCASCLCD

REF: IDMRSVEA
Hair dryer Hood with LCD screen, digital control, 2 speeds, time and
temperature control Hair dryer manufactured with double internal insulation.
The hood, made of smoked plastic, protects the customer and keeps the
heat from coming out.

CONTENT

máx 172min:123
· min 123
max:172
77,5
77,5

79
79

Ø 30
7474
30
ØØ 30

Ø 62
Ø: 62

NEW PRODUCTS

124

79

79

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

48
48

Hair dryer hood with regulators, 2 speeds, temperature and time control.
Attractive line dryer, manufactured with double internal insulation. The
smoked plastic hood protects the customer and prevents heat from
escaping.

125

MULTI-TREATMENT RING WITH STAND

MULTI-TREATMENT RING WITH ARM

REF: IDMHD-2238E-L

REF: IDMHD-2238E-D
Infrared lamp, to bring forward the exposure time of technical work. Modern
design and latest technology. Rotating circular sphere for greater heat
wave accuracy. Made of aluminum and plastic. Timer: 0 to 60 minutes. And
potentiometer of heat intensity. On/off button, lamp protection and compact
circular resistance

C O N T EN T

max:156 min:118

Ø 34
Ø 44
89

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

Infrared lamp, to bring forward the exposure time of technical work. Modern
design and latest technology. Rotating circular sphere for greater heat
wave accuracy. Made of aluminum and plastic. Timer: 0 to 60 minutes. And
potentiometer of heat intensity. On/off button, lamp protection and compact
circular resistance

CONTENT

68

79
18,5

79

52

79

Ø 50

126

127

OZONE VAPORIZER RIMINI

OZONE VAPORIZER RIMINI EXCELLENS 3200 F

REF: IDMVARIM

REF: IDMRVREF
Hair steam baths open hair follicles, facilitate their cleaning and scalp
cleaning too. it improves blood circulation and promotes hair growth giving
it a shiny and silky appearance. The Rimini vaporizer is great option for
getting this treatment to your beauty salon.

Takes care of the hair. It can often be used to remove dandruff, spay and
neuter and treat hair, as well as to nourish the hair.

56
ØØ: 56

máx 148 min:118
· min 118
max:148

28
28

65

65

máx 138 ·min:116
min 116
max:138

7

Ø 53

Ø 53

NEW PRODUCTS

CONTENT

33 7

C O N T EN T

128

3377

NEW PRODUCTS

Ø 42

129

INFRARED HAIR DRYER EXCELLENS 5000
REF: IDMRIE5F
Suitable for providing hyperthermia to women’s beauty. Firm and durable
design. The support of infrared light is iron, stable and durable. The lamp
protects the bulb and the safety of the user, using the stainless steel mesh to
prevent burns.

72,5

max:189,5 min:72,5

CONTENT

Ø 19

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

C O N T EN T

50

Ø 50

Ø: 50

119
119

130

131

ESTHETICS

STRETCHER AND
ARMCHAIRS
FOR THE LARGEST CONFOT OF THE
CUSTOMER

WATER BED, 1 ENGINE

MULTI-POSITIONING WATER BED, 4 ENGINES

REF: YAH3361B-1

REF: YAH3361A-1

Multi-position water table. The position of the backrest and footrest can be
adjusted at the same time. We can also regulate the temperature of the wate.r

Relax and well-being in one step. Multifunctional stretcher with water mattress
and chromo therapy. Total comfort, rocked by the water. Multi-position water
table. The position of the backrest and footrest can be adjusted at the same
time. We can also regulate the temperature of the water

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

C O N T EN T

Upholstery:
136

Upholstery:
137

ELECTRIC PEDICURE ARMCHAIR FUTURAMIC

ELECTRIC ARMCHAIR FURMATIC

REF: YAHWB-6671C

REF: YAHWB-6671B

89

3-modules electric lift armchair, all of them adjustable in inclination through
pedal control, what allows the armchair to adopt multiple positions in order
to cover the worker needs. 180º reclining.

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

3-modules electric lift armchair, all of them adjustable in inclination through
pedal control, what allows the armchair to adopt multiple positions in order
to cover the worker needs. It has independent legs with extension and
folding armrests.

56
56

58

NEW PRODUCTS

44
24

56

CONTENT

110

50

89

58

54
44

50
110

Upholstery:
138

27

15

56

Upholstery:
139

ELECTRIC STRETCHER YAHARI

TREATMENT STRETCHER

REF: YAHABC-8686

REF: YAHABC-8684

3-module electronic stretcher, height adjustment by electric
engine. Facial hole. wheels for transport (do not move with the
customer on it).

2-module electric stretcher for beauty treatments. It has a reinforced steel
structure that provides great security and resistance. Maximum weight of 250
kg. It has a remote control that regulates the inclination and the height..

Reclining modules: head part, body part and feet part.

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

C O N T EN T

66
66

71

140

66

5
11005 186

Upholstery:

56

max:78
min:63
Máx: 78 · Min:
63

max:89 min:60

58

65,5

Upholstery:

186

141

PEDICURE ARMCHAIR

ARMCHAIR MAN WHITE

REF: YAHWB-3820D

REF: IDMS3203BL

Elegant and comfortable spa armchair for pedicure and massage with
a high level of equipment and an unbeatable price/performance ratio.
Hydromassage and chromotherapy functions.

Unisex reclining armchair for hairdressing and make-up. With footrest and
headrest included. The circular base ensures stability. It provides great
comfort due to the different positions of its backrest. It is an armchair for both
women and men, for hairdressing, aesthetics or barbershop. It is definitely a
multipurpose chair thanks to its hydraulic pump.

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

C O N T EN T

61
61

125

Upholstery:

12

137

40
136

142

Upholstery:
72

max:100
min:87
Máx: 100 · Min:
87
max:62
min:47
Máx: 62 · Min:
47

83

40
40

31
31

Ø 60
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HIDRAULIC MANICURE-PEDICURE ARMCHAIR TORINO

PEDICURE ARMCHAIR TORINO

REF: IDMRSIMA

REF: IDMS0768BL

Pedicure treatment armchair with built-in whirlpool bath. The comfort and
relax of the client is the purpose of this armchair.

Armchair for salons of aesthetic specially indicated for pedicure. Resistant
to frequent use, height-adjustable and fully rotatable. The legs included are
independent and extensible as well as the headboard. 180º reclining.

It has a large backrest, rubber armrests and a bubble bath.

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

C O N T EN T

53

Upholstery:
144

41
39

91

5252

7777
50

90

23
23
25,5

50

Upholstery:

max:66 min:53

50

Máx: 63 · Min: 50
63 min:50
max:

64

max:61
min:48
Máx: 61 · Min:
48

61

52

max:121 min:108

48
18 24

39
11
173
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STRETCHER TURIN LUXE

SUITCASE STRETCHER

REF: IDMCELUX

REF: IDMCEMAL

3-module stretcher for beauty treatments and medical consultations.
The upholstery is made of white faux-leather for easy cleaning. It has a hole
for the head and nasal pad for possible back treatments, and removable
arms so there are not inconvenience for any type of treatment.

White folding stretcher. Made of aluminum for an easy transport. The
upholstery is water and oil resistant. Reiki panel that will allow you to perform
massages with greater comfort. Folding backrest for different positions.

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

C O N T EN T

7700
182

50
50

146

72
72

60
59
66

72
72

Upholstery:

46

105

60
60

Upholstery:
147

HIDRAULIC STRETCHER TURIN LUXE
REF: IDMCEHID

3-module stretcher for beauty treatments and medical consultations. It has
a central piston to regulate the height of the stretcher and it can rotate up
to 360º. The upholstery is made of white faux-leather for easy cleaning. It
has a hole for the head and nasal pillow for possible back treatments, and
removable arms so there are not inconvenience for any type of treatment.

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

C O N T EN T

70
max:69 min:61
55,5

Upholstery:

46
60

80

148

60

149

APAROTOLOGY
AND AUXILIARY
THE LATEST FOR YOUR BEAUTY
SALON

Í N DI C E

MANICURE TROLLEY

MANICURE TABLE BASIC NAIL

REF: IDMCAMAN

REF: IDMMESANAIL
Beautiful manicure trolley that adapts by its dimensions to reduced spaces.
It has a very good design and practicality, with large drawers and great
stability, this cart is very comfortable for the professional. In the lower part of
the trolley are the wheels to facilitate the movement of the trolley, with large
top tray.

The manicure table has a cushion for the wrist and it is suitable for both
professional and personal use. The thick wrist cushion, upholstered with fauxleather, will keep your hand in a comfortable position during the manicure.
The large worktop has plenty of space for your hand as well as the manicure
items. The built-in drawer allows you to store small tools such as nail clippers,
lacquers, files, etc. The 4 lockable wheels are designed so that the table can
be moved easily. What’s more, it can be folded conveniently to save space.

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

CONTENT

30

10 38

40

46

36

72

24

6
34

48

30

36

92

152

153

5 X MAGNIFYING GLASS

5 X MAGNIFYING GLASS - TABLE

REF: IDML5AUM

REF: IDMLUPRT203
Thanks to its special design with lights in combination with the magnifying
glass you can clearly observe the skin surface, nails or subtle changes in the
skin. This device is an essential device in the equipment of the beauty salon
or nail salon.

Thanks to its special design with lights in combination with the magnifying
glass you can clearly observe the skin surface, nails or subtle changes in the
skin. This device is an essential device in the equipment of the beauty salon
or nail salon.

Thanks to its wheeled base we can always take it with us to any part of our salon.

Thanks to its wheeled base we can always take it with us to any part of our salon.

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

CONTENT

TECHNICAL FEATURES
25W / 220V / 50Hz

TECHNICAL FEATURES

MEAS: 86.5 x 56.5 x 13.5 cm

25W / 220V / 50Hz

Base: 60 x 60 cm

78

G.W: 10 Kg

Ø 23

MEAS: 86.5 x 56.5 x 13.5 cm
Base: 60 x 60 cm
G.W: 10 Kg

50

70

44

18
43

68
Ø 60

154

13

155

OZONE VAPORIZER HERBAL
EXCELLENS VOR-W

OZONE VAPORIZER PAVIA
REF: IDMVOPAV

HAIR STEAMER FOR TABLE

REF: IDMRVORW

REF: YAHTB-808

This is a professional digital vaporizer. The main function is to open the scalp
pores, promote blood circulation and maintain your beauty. The vaporizer Pavia
helps to moisturize the skin, while it can soften the hair and restore its elasticity.

This is a professional digital vaporizer. The main function is to open the scalp
pores, promote blood circulation and maintain your beauty. The vaporizer
Pavia helps to moisturize the skin, while it can soften the hair and restore its
elasticity. 2 in 1.

C O N T EN T

TECHNICAL FEATURES

650W / 220V / 50Hz

650W / 220V / 50Hz

Maximum height: 112 cm

Maximum height: 108 cm

Minimum height: 86 cm

Minimum height: 86 cm

140

max:112 min:86

69

60

Base diameter: 56 cm

15

Base diameter: 52 cm

Ø 52

Ø 20

Arm length: 60 cm

46

66
Ø 56

max:108 min:86

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Arm length: 46 cm

156

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

CONTENT

2 en 1

80

43

59
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PHOTOREJUVENATION LAMP

BLUE LIGHT MAGNIFYING GLASS

REF: IDEREDLED

REF: IDECOOLLIG
Infrared lamp for aesthetic treatments. Light infrared LED light therapy
controls visible signs of aging and helps you look younger without aggressive
chemical treatments. With this natural light treatment we can carry out a
tightening effect on the skin, smooth wrinkles, make imperfections disappear,
lighten redness and decrease the size of pores.

Thanks to its special design with LED lights in combination with the magnifying
glass you can clearly observe the skin surface, nails or subtle changes in the
skin. This device is an essential device in the equipment of the beauty salon
or nail salon.

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

CONTENT

12

TECHNICAL FEATURES

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

152

25W / 220V / 50Hz

25W / 220V / 50Hz

Height: 164 cm

Height: 182 cm

Focus Measurements: 24cm x 12cm
Base: 30 x 26 cm

16

160

Focus Measurements: 22cm x 16cm
92

30x26

158

22

24

Base: 30 x 26 cm

92

30x26
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HIFU 1

HIFU 11

REF: IDMRHIFU619

REF: IDMRHIFU620
It is a natural skin regeneration process option for people who do not want
to undergo surgery.
The HIFU system is a high intensity ultrasonic emission, capable of concentrating
its energy, magnifying glass effect, in the selected deep structures, without
affecting superficial tissues such as the epidermis. It is presented as an
effective alternative to surgical procedures, non-invasive, without incisions in
the skin, with immediate and long-term results in rejuvenation processes and
skin tightening.

NEW PRODUCTS
C O N T EN T
Cartridge
Standard cartridge 5 pieces
DS10-1.5N, DS10-1.5, DS7-3.0, DS4-4.5, BS4-13”
Energy: 		
0.1-3.0J (0.1J step)
Hours of use:
10000
Depth:
1.5mm, 3.0mm, 4.5mm, 13.0m
Frequency:
4MHz
Action Line:
1
160

Action length:
Tonal length:
Tonal width
S.O.		
Mode of use:
Power:
Package:

5.0-25mm (Adjustable: 1.0mm/step)
1-5mm
15 inch color touching screen
Professional or recommended mode
150W
Aluminium box

-Eliminates wrinkles around the eyes, mouth and forehead.
-Lifting and tightening of the skin of the cheeks.
-Improves skin elasticity.
-Improves the jaw line.
-Tightens the skin tissues of the forehead and eyebrow lift.
-Improves the appearance of body and face skin.
-Regeneration of new collagen and elastin, with results comparable to those
achieved with injectable applications of collagen and hyaluronic acid.

In the case of HIFU treatment to rejuvenate the face, it is recommended for
people who have areas of facial skin that are more relaxed and less firm.
This treatment is also indicated for people who have undergone cosmetic
surgery on the face and want to prolong the results obtained.

NEW PRODUCTS

HIFU

A complete facial treatment oscillates between 45 and 60 minutes, depending
on the area to be treated. Once the session is over, the patient can carry
out his daily activity. The redness and any effect produced disappears within
a few hours of treatment. If used for body reshaping purposes, HIFU treatment
is indicated for all those who have fat accumulation.

CONTENT

The HIFU system causes, in the selected depth, an increase in temperature
that can reach between 65º-75ºC, causing immediate retraction and
restructuration of the molecules of collagen and elastin. This system fully
respects the superficial layers of the skin, epidermis, becoming a non-invasive
treatment and without recovery period.

On the contrary, it is an alternative treatment technique to classical surgery.

HIGH-INTENSITY
F O C U S E D

ULTRASOUND

-Eliminates neck wrinkles.
-Improves and eliminates flaccidity throughout the body.
-Improves and eliminates cellulite and the appearance of “orange peel”.
-It permanently destroys the adipocyte membranes, achieving an important
reduction of adiposities located in the abdomen, arms, buttocks, legs and waist.
-Prevents tissue flaccidity after treatment.
-Helps to redefine the body contour.

Cartridge
Standard cartridge 3 pieces
DS4-3.0, DS4-4.5, DS4-8.0”
Energy: 		
0.2~2.0J (0.1J step,18steps)
Hours of use:
10000
Depth:
3.0mm, 4.5mm, 8.0mm
Frequency:
4MHz
Action Line:
1-11 lines, Adjustable

Action length:
Tonal length:
Tonal width
S.O.		
Mode of use:
Power:
Package:

5.0-25mm (Adjustable: 1.0mm/step)
1-5mm (0.1mm step, 40steps)
1.0-10mm (Ajustable: 0.5mm/step)
15 inch color touching screen
Professional or recommended mode
200W
Aluminium box
161

CARTRIDGES HIFU
REF: IDMRHIFU621

CARTRIDGES:
1.5mm for face epidermis cover
3.0mm for face dermis cover
4.5mm for face SMAS cover
> 8.0mm for corporal

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

CONTENT

HIFU
162

HIGH-INTENSITY
F O C U S E D

ULTRASOUND

163

NATURAL BIO BEAUTY EQUIPMENT

2 EN 1 BEAUTY EQUIPMENT

REF: IDEBEAUTY-666

REF: IDEBEAUTY-627

ORGANIC SUPERSONIC

REMOVE SPOT BEAUTY EQUIPMENT

SKIN SCRUBBER BEAUTY EQUIPMENT

REF: IDEBEAUTY-650

2 IN 1 SUPERSONIC

REF: IDEBEAUTY-657A

REMOVE SPOT

SKIN SCRUBBER

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

CONTENT

8

164

8

30W / 220V / 50Hz
- Softens varicose veins and their redness.
- Removes acne and improves scarring
- Improves blood circulation and metabolism
- Removal of stains and pigments
- Improves wrinkles, puffiness and dark
circles under the eyes
- Improves the nature of the skin.

23,5

8

25W / 220V / 50Hz
This stain removal machine is hightech equipment, with the help of the
high-frequency current generated by
the machine; you can remove freckles,
age spots, polyps, etc. instantly
without bleeding, pain and side
effects.

23,5

19,2

23,5

19,2

30W / 220V / 50Hz
It improves the wrinkles of aging,
lymphatic drainage, facilitate normal
blood circulation and help in the
treatment stain or dark areas. Helps the
recovery of youth and improves the
brightness, elasticity and hydration of
the skin.

19,2

19,2

23,5

15W / 220V / 50Hz
- Painless to eliminate acne.
- Scars removal
- Cuticle removal
- Melanin removal
- Wrinkle removal

8

165

HIGH-FREQUENCY EQUIPMENT

GALVANIC EQUIPMENT

REF: IDEBEAUTY-667

REF: IDEBEAUTY-668

2 IN 1 BEAUTY EQUIPMENT HIGH
FREQUENCY&GALVANIC

CLEAN-SKIN INSTRUMENT
REF: IDEBEAUTY-672

REF: IDEBEAUTY-671

HIGH FREQUENCY

GALVANIC

2 IN 1 HIGH FREQUENCY AND
CLEANING

GALVANIC FACIAL

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

CONTENT

8

166

8

25W / 220V / 50Hz
- The skin is free of all dirt, greasy
impurities from the deep pores of
the skin.
- Nourishes the skin and improves skin
conditions.

23,5

8

25W / 220V / 50Hz
- Use ultraviolet rays to sterilize the skin
and accelerate wound healing.
- Get rid of blemishes, pigmentation,
pimples, and acne.
- Completely remove dirt, impurities and
grease from the skin’s deep pores.
- Nourishes the skin and improves skin
conditions.

23,5

19,2

23,5

19,2

25W / 220V / 50Hz
- Use ultraviolet rays to sterilize the
skin and accelerate wound healing.
- Get rid of spots, pigmentation,
pimples and acne.

19,2

19,2

23,5

10W / 220V / 50Hz
- Mechanical massage to clean
dirt from the skin and cuticle.
- Comfortable massage to
prepare for your subsequent
beauty treatment.

8
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2 IN 1. VACUUM & SPRAY

DIAMOND MICROPEEL EQUIPMENT

REF: IDEBEAUTY-670

REF: IDEBEAUTY-660A

2 IN 1 VACUUM AND SPRAY

MULTIFUNTION BEAUTY SYSTEM EX 2000 HF

HIGH FREQUENCY LUXE

REF: IDMR20HF

REF: IDMDIY-102

MICRO DERMOABRA SION
22
16

40W / 220V / 50Hz

C O N T EN T

25W / 220V / 50Hz
- Removes all dirt and debris
impurities, deep fat and skin pores.
- To spray the medicinal water or
tonic and soothe the skin.

20W / 220V / 50Hz
23,5

19,2

19,2

23,5

Eliminate skin aging, improve skin
texture, whiten, improve scars
and skin irregularities; accelerate
blood circulation and improve
enlarged pores.

Excellens 2000 HF is a professional kit for High Frequency (HF)
aesthetic treatment. It performs a reactivating massage which,
thanks to the micro-currents produced by the device and
distributed through glass electrodes, develops a beneficial
massage, reactivating the local superficial circulation of the skin
and also favoring an antiseptic action.

NEW PRODUCTS

It is a type of electric current that has very beneficial
properties for the skin. Use after the extraction and
before the mask in the skin cleansing process thanks to
the emission of ultrasound.

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

5

40W / 220V / 50Hz
25

20
11,5

8

168

8

169

MULTIFUNTION BEAUTY SYSTEM EX 6000

ULTRASOUNDS

REF: IDMR6000

REF: IDMULTRA

25

CLEAN SKIN BRUSH

HIGH FREQUENCY

REF: IDMRCSB

REF: IDMRHIFRE

20
25,5

11

NEW PRODUCTS

Instrument that combines high frequency function and galvanic current in
a single device. Ideal for deep skin cleansing. It performs a reactivating
massage which, thanks to the micro-currents produced by the device and
distributed through glass electrodes, develops a beneficial massage,
reactivating the local superficial circulation of the skin and also favouring an
antiseptic action.

150W / 220V / 50Hz
33

Useful for cleansing the face, the massage effect that
offers the face active microcirculation. It also provides
great facial shine, which gives the face greater
luminosity and attenuated imperfections. Exfoliates,
tones and hydrates as well as reducing pore size.

It is a type of electric current that has very beneficial
properties for the skin. Use after the extraction and
before the mask in Improves circulation, as well as
being the skin cleansing process.

40W / 220V / 50Hz
25,5

15
16

170

40W / 220V / 50Hz

Ultrasound is an ultrasonic micro-vibration equipment equipped with a
complete kit of applicators designed to work specifically each body
or facial area. The vibratory energy, generated thanks to the ultrasonic
wave, provides a micro massage on the structures of the tissues.

NEW PRODUCTS

C O N T EN T

40W / 220V / 50Hz

CONTENT

6

6

171

RADIO FREQUENCY EXCELLENS XP

CAVITATION EXCELLENS XP

REF: YAHIB-RF02

REF: YAHIB-5002
Tightens the skin, whitens and softens the skin, reduces dark spots, reduces
wrinkles, tightens the fallen belly after childbirth, crow’s feet, blepharoptosis,
flaccidity of face and chin, aging skin, burns fat, slims the body, improves
astriction, strengthens elasticity.

Cavitation Excellens XP is the use of strong ultrasonic waves that penetrate
directly into cellulite. It makes cellulite cells vibrate 36-40 thousand times per
second. It undoes cellulite and causes it to break down into small pieces
and liquids using a specific technology. Frees cellulite, activates cellulite,
undoes and dissolves cellulite to achieve the goal of modeling the body.
There is no pain or damage during use.

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

100W / 220V / 50Hz

120W / 220V / 50 - 60Hz

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

Explanatory video
Radiofrecuencia

48
12
30
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Explanatory video
Cavitation

48

30

12
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MESOTHERAPY

VITAL OXYGENATION STREAM FACIAL BEAUTY MACHIE

REF: IDMMESOT

REF: IDMBD-925
Exclusively uses pure oxygen and water for aesthetic treatments with a very
wide range:
1. Scar removal: acne scars caused by the effects of heat, surgery, laser
treatments, etc.
2. Elimination of wrinkles: stretch marks, wrinkles around the lips, eyes, eyebrows
and neck.
3. Skin rejuvenation: removes pigments and strengthens pores, cleanses the
skin thoroughly, improves suppleness and skin tone.
4. Acne Removal: removes acne and acne scars.

CONTENT

120W / 220V / 50 - 60Hz

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

Body mesotherapy is a treatment that is applied through very superficial
microinjections for the prevention of aging, to improve wrinkles and flaccidity,
and to achieve global revitalization.
It’s based on electrosporation, the benefits are:
- Rejuvenation.
- Lifting
- Improves stretch marks
- It clears up the stains.

Explanatory video
Mesoterapia

35

150

95

20
33
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40

44
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MULTIFUNCTION BEAUTY SYSTEM EX9000 LUXE

SLIM&SHAPING COMPLEX EX2000

REF: IDMR9000

REF: IDMRSSC

12 en 1
NEW PRODUCTS
C O N T EN T

40

Explanatory video
Excellens 9000

Electro-stimulation by means of
electrical impulses, which cause
muscular contractions and, as a
consequence, an effect similar
to that obtained by exercising
the muscles.
Programs: Slimming, anti-cellulite,
toning, lymph-drainage massage
Muscle Relaxant

41

61

14
27
8

85

96
31

20

30
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NEW PRODUCTS

880W / 220V / 50Hz

CONTENT

- High frequency,
- Ultrasound,
- Sprayer,
- Vacuum,
- Remove spot,
- Facial brush,
- Ozone Steam,
- Woods lamp,
- Magnifying glass,
- Cold Hammer
- Heat hammer
- Microdermabrasion with diamond tip.

27

37

50W / 220V / 50Hz
33

34

177

DIODE LASER 808N HAIR REMOVAL HKS906

BASE FOR AESTHETICS DEVICES

REF: IDMDIODOLIGHT

REF: IDEBASE3

The diode laser has a longer wavelength than the Alexandrite and ruby lasers. The Ruby
laser is a red colored beam of light used to strike the dark melanin, which is a biological
pigment, present in the hair follicles. Therefore, the diode is able to get deeper into the
skin, allowing treatment in dark-skinned people, unlike the other two lasers.

125

125

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

C O N T EN T

- Cooling system: water + air +
semiconductor
- Temperature: 0-5 degrees.
- Voltage: AC220V / 50Hz or
AC110V / 60Hz
- Certifications: CE LVD, CE EMC
- Size: 82 X 60 X 125cm
- Weight: 71kg

CONTENT

- Laser type: diode laser.
- Laser wavelength: 808nm
- Power: 1000W
- Touch screen: 10.4 inch
- Dot size: 10 * 16mm
- Pulse Width: 1-400ms
- Power: 1-120J / cm2 adjustable
- Frequency: 1-10Hz

60

178

As solid and robust as practical and mobile.
The appliance base combines neutral and elegant aesthetics with the
reliability that such an appliance must provide. A firm, versatile and reliable
sustenance for your professional devices, always at your fingertips.

82

84

60

82

39

41
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ELECTRO-BEAUTY SCULPT PRESSURE THERAPY
REF: IDMRTSE5

C O N T EN T

BEAUTIFICATION
When the ionic current stimulates the sensory nerves that end up in the
epidermis, the flaccid skin recovers its elasticity and smoothness.
- Relaxing effect that benefits the immune system.
- Blood circulation is accelerated and muscles are refined due to the
microelectricity that works in the body.
- The heat generated by the infrared rays relieves muscle tension and
relaxes the muscle.
- The device stimulates the absorption of the products used and
strengthens their healing power.
- Decreases inflammation.

and numerous studies have been published on the subject.

45

105

THERMOTHERAPY FUNCTIONS
Thermotherapy is understood as the treatment by means of the heat
of diseases and injuries. The therapeutic heat can be applied by
radiation, conduction or convection using various methods, from
infrared radiation to paraffin applications and can be applied at
surface or deep tissue levels. Thermotherapy is a valuable therapeutic
tool in numerous traumatological and rheumatic processes, one of its
main immediate effects being pain relief.

NEW PRODUCTS

WEIGHT LOSS
- Low-frequency electricity can stimulate the muscle to a thrill or
contraction effect that breaks down a large amount of fat cells.
- The heating pads placed at the exact points can adjust the function
of the internal organism by accelerating metabolism and preventing
the formation of new fat cells.
- Infrared rays penetrate directly into the cellular structure.
- The released fat generates a large amount of thermal energy,
accelerating the circulation of blood and lymph nodes, accelerating
the metabolism through a biochemical reaction that consumes AIP and
causes the catabolism of fat cells which also leads to fat reduction.
- Air pockets that inflate and deflate regularly with continuous pressure
changes to dissociate and destroy fat cells.

35

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

FUNCTIONS OF THE PRESSOTHERAPY EQUIPMENT
This device has been carefully designed to be used in aesthetics,
physiotherapy, aesthetic medicine, and angiology for the drainage
and reduction of venous and lymphatic edemas. It produces an
activation of the return circulation (venous and lymphatic), stimulating
the reabsorption of interstitial liquids and the drainage of these liquids
towards the organic filters.

ELECTROSTIMULATION FUNCTIONS
Muscle electrostimulation is the way to exercise muscles using electrical
impulses. Impulses are generated and applied with electrodes on the
skin next to the muscles to be stimulated. The impulses mimic the action
potential coming from the central nervous system, causing muscle
contraction.
The electrodes usually stick to the skin. EMS is a form of electrotherapy
or muscle training. It is a complementary technique for sports training,
180

181

PRESSOTHERAPY THERMOSLIM MODULES SHAPER
REF: IDMRTSE4

WEIGHT LOSS
- Low-frequency electricity can stimulate the muscle to a thrill or
contraction effect that breaks down a large amount of fat cells.
- The heating pads placed at the exact points can adjust the
function of the internal organism by accelerating metabolism and
preventing the formation of new fat cells.
- Infrared rays penetrate directly into the cellular structure.
- The released fat generates a large amount of thermal energy,
accelerating the circulation of blood and lymph nodes, accelerating
the metabolism through a biochemical reaction that consumes
AIP and causes the catabolism of fat cells which also leads to fat
reduction.
- Air pockets that inflate and deflate regularly with continuous
pressure changes to dissociate and destroy fat cells.
BEAUTIFICATION
When the bionic current stimulates the sensory nerves that end in the
epidermis, the flaccid skin recovers its elasticity and smoothness.
- Relaxing effect that benefits the immune system.
- Blood circulation is accelerated and muscles are refined due to the
microelectricity that works in the body.
- The heat generated by the infrared rays relieves muscle tension and
relaxes the muscle.
- The device stimulates the absorption of the products used and
strengthens their healing power.
- Decreases inflammation.

THERMOTHERAPY FUNCTIONS
Thermotherapy is understood as the treatment by means of the heat
of diseases and injuries. The therapeutic heat can be applied by
radiation, conduction or convection using various methods, from
infrared radiation to paraffin applications and can be applied
at surface or deep tissue levels. Thermotherapy is a valuable
therapeutic tool in numerous traumatological and rheumatic
processes, one of its main immediate effects being pain relief.

NEW PRODUCTS

C O N T EN T

ELECTROSTIMULATION FUNCTIONS
Muscle electrostimulation is the way to exercise muscles using
electrical impulses. Impulses are generated and applied with
electrodes to the skin next to the muscles to be stimulated. The
impulses mimic the action potential coming from the central nervous
system, causing muscle contraction.
The electrodes usually stick to the skin. EMS is a form of electrotherapy
or muscle training. It is a complementary technique for sports training,
and numerous studies have been published on the subject.

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

FUNCTIONS OF THE PRESSOTHERAPY EQUIPMENT
This device has been carefully designed to be used in aesthetics,
physiotherapy, aesthetic medicine, and angiology for the drainage
and reduction of venous and lymphatic edemas. It produces an
activation of the return circulation (venous and lymphatic), stimulating
the reabsorption of interstitial liquids and the drainage of these
liquids towards the organic filters.

Explanatory video
Thermoslim
Body Shaper

48
12

96

39
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41
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TOWEL STERILIZER

PARAFFIN HEATER

REF: IDMRTOWE

REF: IDED-390A

TECHNICAL FEATURES

NEW PRODUCTS

REF: IDMRSTER

UV STERILIZER
REF: IDMRGERM

TECHNICAL FEATURES

8W/220V/50Hz
width:44cm
depth: 33cm

CONTENT

75W/220V/50Hz
high: 17cm
width: 21cm
depth: 27cm

OZONE STERILIZER

color: white

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

TECHNICAL FEATURES

TECHNICAL FEATURES

200W/220V/50Hz
high: 30,5cm
width: 45,5cm
depth: 34,5cm

overall high: 203cm

color: white

184

total width: 71cm
mirror height: 91cm
mirror width: 61cm
drawer height: 29cm

TECHNICAL FEATURES
overall high: 25cm
total width: 71cm
depth: 20cm

TECHNICAL FEATURES

8W/220V/50Hz
high: 23cm
width: 37cm
depth: 21cm
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VIBRATING MASK

C O N T EN T

NEW PRODUCTS

186

This vibrating mask has been developed primarily to improve
the skin and prevent wrinkles; it is distinguished by improving
the elasticity of the facial tissue; long-term use improves the
appearance of the skin and restores its elasticity.

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

REF: IDVIBRAEX

187

FURNITURE
HOME STYLE
OUR NEW RANGE OF FURNITURE
TO DECORATE YOUR HOME

CHAIR EIFFEL

CHAIR EIFFEL ODRI

REF: IDMHOMECH001

REF: IDMHOMECH004ODRI

CHAIR EIFFEL PATCHWORD
REF: IDMHOMECH004PAT

One of the most popular models of the avant-garde design of the
last century. It is also based on the DSW Eames chair, a design
classic that never goes out of style. Style, elegance and comfort
come together in a unique creation to give a distinctive touch to
your dining room or office.
The polypropylene backrest adapts perfectly to your body. The
beech wood leg base is also very resistant and robust. So the
combination of these materials makes it a very durable chair.

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

C O N T EN T

80
47

Upholstery:
190

54

47

191

CHAIR EIFFEL

CHAIR EIFFEL QUILTED

REF: IDMHOMECH002

REF: IDMHOMECH003

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

This chair offers a comfortable, modern and elegant solution for
your home dining room. The upper part of the Eiffel Quilted chair
seems visually divided into two hexagons joined by their bases;
one would be the backrest and the other would be the seat. This
original shape is the hallmark of the Quilted series of chairs and
stools. A classic among the icons of design, a chair with an avantgarde design that adapts to any environment and decoration. This
version allows to choose between several colors and to facilitate
the creation of a very personal and unique space. On the other
hand, its peculiar structure and comfortable upholstery with
geometric decoration makes it very special.

83

45,5

71
45,5

Upholstery:
192

C O N T EN T

It is a very versatile piece. Perfect for both home and office, being
the preferred places dining rooms, lounges, kitchens, bedrooms
etc. A long list of uses thanks to a neutral design but without leaving
aside the beauty of clean lines. The seat and backrest are made of
a single piece, perfectly adapting to the anatomical shape of the
body. Add armrests in the same structure for added comfort. The
housing is made of high quality polypropylene plastic with a matt
finish. This makes it very easy to maintain and clean this all-terrain
chair model. The legs are made of natural beech wood with its
simple structure give a sensation of lightness and the combination
of both materials results in a chair of modern design and scandi
style very easy to combine in any room of the home.

60,5

64

Upholstery:

54,5

53

193

NORDIC CHAIR

TABLE EIFFEL

REF: IDMHOMECH005A

REF: IDMHOMETA004WH

It’s perfect for giving that touch of design and space to your
home or meeting room. In addition, it is an essential element of
decoration, inspired in the design of the DSW Table by Charles &
Ray Eames.
The top board is made of MDF, a lightweight but very strong wood
chipboard. It is available in white. These neutral tones reinforce
the minimalist character of the piece and are in harmony with its
timeless elegance. In addition, they provide a point of modernity.
The wooden legs are made of beech in natural color. The light
tonality of this wood fits with the serenity that detaches the whole.
Simple and pure forms in a perfect combination. The framework
of metal rods that joins them is inspired by the Eiffel Tower. They
are intelligently distributed to hold the legs at various points, thus
increasing the stability of the table.

C O N T EN T

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

They offer a very attractive design, ideal for adding a unique touch
to your living room or dining room at home. They can also become
the perfect chairs for your bar, restaurant or cafeteria, thanks to
the simplicity of their lines. These chairs Nordic represent one
of the most important designs of the 20th century. They form a
single piece of polypropylene, a very resistant plastic material.
These chairs are specifically designed to offer maximum comfort
to the user. The shape of the backrest perfectly reflects the body
of the user, thus offering optimal rest. For added comfort, the
seat of these Nordic chairs has a comfortable integrated cushion,
upholstered in high-quality faux-leather.

SMALL
REF: IDMHOMETA003WH

BIG
REF: IDMHOMETA004WH
120

82,5

80

72

48

72

Upholstery:
194

56

48

Upholstery:
195

TABLE NORDIC
REF: IDMHOMETA002WH

It’s perfect for giving that touch of design and space to your
home or meeting room. In addition, it is an essential element of
decoration. The top board is made of MDF, a lightweight but very
strong wood chipboard. It is available in white. These neutral tones
reinforce the minimalist character of the piece and are in harmony
with its timeless elegance. In addition, they provide a point of
modernity. The wooden legs are made of beech in natural colour.
The light tonality of this wood fits with the serenity that detaches
the whole. Simple and pure forms in a perfect combination.

CONTENT

NEW PRODUCTS

NEW PRODUCTS

C O N T EN T

SMALL
REF: IDMHOMETA001WH
80

72

BIG
REF: IDMHOMETA002WH

80

80

120

72

Upholstery:
196

197

